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ABSTRACT
Computer simulations of bacterial transformation are used to show that, under a wide range of
biologically reasonable assumptions,transforming populations undergoing deleterious
mutation and
at equilibrium than asexual populations. The source of
selectionhave a highermeanfitness
transforming DNA, the amount of DNA taken up by each transforming cell, and the relationship
between number of mutations and cell viability (the fitness function) are important factors. When
the DNA source is living cells, transformation resembles meiotic sex. When the DNA source is cells
killed by selection against mutations, transformation increases the average number
of mutations
per genome but can nevertheless increase the mean fitness of the population at equilibrium. In a
model of regulated transformation,in which the most fit cells of a transforming population donot
transform,transformingpopulations are always fitter at equilibriumthanasexualpopulations.
These results show that transformation can reduce mutation load.

G

ENETIC transformation occursnaturally in a
number of groups of bacteria, including Micrococcus, Haemophilus and Bacillus. Under appropriate
environmental conditions cells become competent to
take up homologous DNA fromtheenvironment
and recombine it into their genomes, replacing the
endogenous copies of the sequences taken up [see
STEWART
and CARLSON (1986)
for a recent review].
Natural transformation systems are usually considered to be specially evolved attributes of cells, unlike
the artificially inducible transformation of microorganisms such as Escherichia coli and yeast (Low and
PORTER1978). Transformation may havebeen selected for a function other than recombination. For
example,
BERNSTEIN et al. (1985) and MICHOD,
WOJCIECHOWSKI
and HOELZER
(1988) have suggested
that the evolutionary function of transformation may
betoprovidetemplate
strandsfor
DNA repair.
Alternatively, transformation may simply allow bacteria to acquire nucleotides foruse in DNA synthesis
(STEWART
and CARLSON 1986).
It is also possible that
transformational DNA uptake is an unselected side
effect of mechanisms whose primary cellular functions have not yet been identified.
With the possible exception of transformation,
there is little evidence that bacteria have beenselected
forthe ability toexchange genes. The two other
“parasexual” processes of bacteria (plasmid-mediated
conjugation and phage-mediatedtransduction)appear to transfer bacterial genes only accidentally, by
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mechanisms specialized for transfer of the plasmid
or phagegenomeinto
new host cells (LEVINand
LENSKI1983). Similarly, physical recombination of
homologous DNA strands in bacteria is carried out
by enzymes whose primary function appears to be
DNA repairratherthanrecombination(WALKER
1985).
Although natural transformation and meiotic sex
are usually assumed to confer similar evolutionary
advantages, the evolutionary function of meiotic sex
is itself not well understood [see MAYNARD
SMITH
(1978) and BELL(1982) for reviews]. The possible
long-termadvantages of genetic variability to the
species may be insufficient to explain the origin and
short-term persistence of sexual reproduction in individuals.Short-termadvantages
of sex appear to
depend
on
extreme
environmental
fluctuations
(CHARLESWORTH1976),
small populations (MULLER
1964; HAICH1978), or fitness-decreasing interactions
between
mutations
(ESHEL
and
FELDMAN 1970).
Selection against the accumulation of deleterious
mutations is the most ubiquitousfactor giving an
advantage to sexual reproduction
(CROW
1970;
KONDRASHOV
1982).
Unlike eukaryotic sex, where both partners contribute equally to the genome of the progeny, transformation is not reciprocal;there is a donor of genetic
material (DNA source) and a recipient (transforming
cell). The natural sources of transforming DNA are
unknown.Although
there is some evidence that
Bacillus subtilis cells may actively secrete DNA (SINHA
and IYER 1971), for other
bacteria the most plausible
donors are dead conspecific cells. Because the ge-
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nomes of dead (donor) cells will on averagecarry
more deleterious mutations than thoseof the surviving(recipient) cells, the selectivecostsof
transformation may be higher than those of meiotic sex.
Mechanisms of natural transformation have been
widely studied in the laboratory, but until recently
little attention has been paid to the selective forces
responsible for their evolution. We know very little
about transformation under natural
conditions (although see GRAHAMand ISTOCK1981),andtheoretical studies of possible selective factors are lacking.
In order to identify the true evolutionary causes of
transformation we must first understand the various
ways it can affectfitness. T o this end I have developed
a computer simulation model of bacterial transformation and used it to investigate the effect of transformation on mutation load.
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THE MODEL

The basic model(Figure 1A) starts with alarge
mutation-free population of bacteria, and follows the
accumulation of deleterious mutations until an equilibrium is reachedwhere selection, transformation
and mutagenesis are in balance. In each generation
new mutations are first added to the cells' genomes
accordingtoapresetmutationrate.
All mutations
are unique and equally deleterious. The probability
of a cell survivingthesubsequent
selection step
depends on the fitness function and the number of
mutations in its genome. Cells that survive selection
reproduce,restoringthe
populationto its original
size. In simulations where living cells are the source
of transforming DNA, each cell then releases a copy
of its genomeintotheenvironmental
DNA pool,
where the DNA is broken into fragments of a specified size. The size of these transforming fragments
determines the amount of genetic exchange. If the
DNA source is dead cells, the genomes of the cells
killed by selection are similarly released andfragmented. Each living cell then takes up a single
randomly selected DNA fragment which replaces the
homologoussegment of its own genome. Linkage
between loci is ignored. Because thetransforming
fragment can contain more or fewer mutations than
the genomic segment it replaces, transformation can
change a cell's mutation burden.
The selection and mutagenesis steps are based on
the model of HAIGH(1978). The relative frequencies
of cellswith different numbers of mutations after
selection, transformation and mutagenesis are given
by the mutation-distributions L, T and N respectively;
the ith term of each distribution gives the frequency
of cells with i mutations (z ranges from 0 to imux).
Selection: The fitness distribution V gives the fraction of each mutation class (each N , ) that survives
selection, as a function of i and of s, the selective cost
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FIGURE1.-A, Outline of the model used in this study. N, L
and T are the mutation distributions of the population after
mutagenesis, selection and transformation respectively. B, Paths
of transformation that produce cells having three mutations; see
text.

of a single mutation. Two types of fitness functions
were investigated:
V,

=

(1 -

s)ja

and Vi

=

1 - (is)".

These are described in more detail in the RESULTS
section. The normalizeddistributions of mutations
among the survivors of selection and the cells killed
by selection are given by L and K, respectively, where

Normalization of L (the population that will undergo
transformation) is equivalent to a reproduction step.
K is used when the killed cell population is to be the
source of transforming DNA.
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Transformation: The amount of DNA in the environment is assumed to be not limiting for transformation. The size of the DNA fragments taken up by
transforming cells (specified as afraction of the
genome, r ) sets the amount of recombination. In the
model it affects the distributions of mutations in both
the DNA pool fragments and the genome segments
that thesefragmentsreplace.
The distribution of
mutations in the genome is assumed to be binomial,
so the probability that a fragmentor segment of
i mutations will
length r derived from a genome with
. .
contain j mutations is (jz),.i(1 - r)'-j. These probabilities (for any given r ) are stored as the i,jth terms
of a matrix B.
Simulation of transformation requires two steps:
(1) calculation of the distribution of mutations in the
DNA pool fragments(distribution D), and (2) calculation of the mutation distribution in the cells after
transformation with this DNA (distribution T). D is
calculated (after selection) as the product of B with
L or K. Each Dj is the sum of the fraction of donor
cellswith i mutations (Li or Ki) multiplied by the
probability that such cells will yield fragments with j
mutations (Bl,j):

x

imax

DJ.=

imax

LIBl, or D; =

2

KiB,,;.

2=0

1=0

Calculation of T is more complex. Two components
of transformation can change a cell's mutation number: replacement of mutations in a genome segment
by wild-type sequences from the homologous DNA
fragment (curing), and replacement
of wild-type genome sequences by mutations from the fragment. A
cell that begins transformation with i mutations will
finish with i* mutations if the fragment it takes up
cures it o f j mutations (probability Bz,J)and also adds
i* - (z - j ) mutations (probability D'*-(i-;)), so the
net probability of transformation from i to i* is

x
1

pz-i*

=
J

BijDi* - -;).

= rnax(0.i - i*)

(When i - i* < 0 the summation must start as j =
0 so that indices remain non-negative.) T i l , the total
fraction of the population transforming to i* mutations, is then the sum of these probabilities for cells
with i = 0, 1, 2 . . . imax initial mutations, each
multiplied by Li, the fraction of the population that
it represents:
imax

Tl* =

x L&"I*.

i=O

Figure 1B shows schematically the paths by which
cells with i* = 3 mutations can arise. No normalization step is needed after transformation because the
population size is unchanged.

Mutagenesis: Assuming thatmutations
arise at
random, the probability M that a cell will acquire k
new mutations at each generation is a Poisson distribution whose mean is the genomic mutation rate U .
Back mutation is ignored (cJ HAICH1978). The
mutation distribution of the population after mutagenesis, N, is accordingly calculated from the transformed-cell distribution T as:

x

tmm

N,=

T,-kMk.

k=O

Mean fitness: The mean fitness of the cells in the
population (the fraction of cells that will survive the
nextround
of selection) is calculated after each
generation as

x NiV,

imax

w

=

1=0

and a simulation is considered to have reached its
equilibrium distribution when fitnesses in successive
generations differ by less than IO-' (commonly less
than 200 generations were required).
The amount of computation per generation depends strongly on imax, themaximum number of
mutationsconsidered
pergenomeandper
DNA
fragment. T o minimize running time and to prevent
truncation errors, imax was usually set at 20, and the
selective cost per mutation (s) and genomic mutation
rate ( U ) chosen so that the last terms of the mutation
distributions were smaller than lo-' (when necessary, imax was increased to 30 or 35). Most simulations
were done at U = 1 and s between 0.05 and 0.5.
Changing the assumptions: Uptake of small DNA
fragments from multiple donors was simulated by
binomially redistributing the mutations within the
DNA pool before transformation. The effect of DNA
availability was tested by simulations inwhich only
half of the cells in each mutation class transform.
Persistence of DNA in the environment (half-life one
generation) was simulated by adding each generation's DNA pool distribution to that of the previous
generation, and normalizing.
RESULTS

Testing the model: When r = 0.5 and the DNA
donors are living cells (DNA pool calculated from
the L mutation distribution) thegenetic consequences
of transformationshouldbethesame
as those of
meiotic sex. This allows the model described above
to be tested by comparing the results using livingcell DNA with those of previously-reported models
of sexual reproduction.
MAYNARD
SMITH (1968)
has shown analytically that
when each additional mutation decreases individual
fitness by a constant factor (multiplicative selection;
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FIGURE2,"Fitness functions. i = mutations per genome, V =
individual fitness; a and (Y are epistasis coefficients; s is a selective
coefficient. s = 0.1. A, Multiplicative fitness functions; B, additive
fitness functions.
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FIGURE3.-Equilibrium fitnesses (W) of populations as a function of DNA uptake ( r )for different fitness functions. DNA source
is living cells. A, Multiplicative selection: each line shows identical
data for s = 0.1 and s = 0.3. B, Multiplicative fitness functions
( U = 1.0, s = 0.2).

V , = (1 - s)', Figure 2A, middleline),populations
with sexual and asexual reproduction have the same
mean fitness at equilibrium.Figure 3A shows that
the equilibrium fitness of transforming populations
under multiplicative selection is similarly independent of the amount of recombination (the amountof
DNA taken up). In further agreement with sexual
models, the equilibrium fitness depends on mutation
rate U but not on s (HALDANE
1937) and equals ePL'
(the probability of receiving no new mutations) as
predicted by CROW (1970).The transformation step
does not change the mutation distribution at
each
generation (T = L), and so the number of generations to equilibrium and the mutation distribution at
equilibrium are unchanged.
Results of this model also agree with those of a
model of eukaryotic sex where sex increases population fitness. KONDRASHOV(1982, 1984) has investigated the relationship between sexual recombination
and the cost of deleterious mutations, using fitness
functions based on V , = 1 - (z/k)a (where k = l/s).
Examples of these additive functions are shown in
Figure 2B, for k = 10 (s = 0.1). Using computer
simulations Kondrashov has found that sexual populations are fitter than asexual populations when a
equals1,2
and X , with larger a giving alarger
advantage. Transformation has been simulated using
the values of a,k and U tested by KONDRASHOV
(1982,

Table 2: U = 0.5, 2 and 8; k = 5 and 20, with r =
0.5. The transformation and sexual recombination
models give identical values of asexual and sexual
equilibrium fitness, mean mutation number at equilibrium, and advantage of sexual reproduction, confirming that this model of transformation with DNA
from living cellsis, as predicted, comparable in its
consequences to eukaryotic sexual recombination.
Dependence on interactions between mutations:
As indicated above, the effect of sex on population
fitness depends on the interactions we assume between mutations at differentloci. ESHELand FELDMAN
(1970) have shown analytically that when beneficial
mutations at two loci are segregating, recombination
is neutralfor
multiplicative fitness, advantageous
when the fitness of the double mutant is less than
the product of the fitnesses of the single mutants,
and disadvantageous when the fitness of the double
mutant is greater than that product. This suggests
that the effects of recombination on population fitness might be best understood using fitness functions
based on multiplicative interactions
(Figure
2A)
rather than the additive interactions studied by KONDRASHOV (1982) and shown in Figure 2B. Accordingly
the original multiplicative fitness function was modified to give

v,= (1 - s ) @
where a is an interaction or epistasis factor. When a
> 1.0 additional mutations are increasingly deleterious (super-multiplicative selection), and when a <
1.0 additional mutations decrease fitness by smaller
factors (sub-multiplicative). Figure 2A shows these
functions with a = 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5.
Figure 3B shows the consequences of transformation using this function with different values of a ( U
= 1.0 and s = 0.2). The effect (advantage or cost)
of transformation increases with increasing DNA
uptake to a maximumeffect at r = 0.5, then decreases
symmetrically to give the asexual fitness ( = zero
effect) when r = 1.0.When a = 0.8,transforming
populations have lower equilibrium fitness than asexual populations, and when a = 1.5 and 3.0 transforming populations are more fit than asexual ones.
Moregenerally,theadvantage
of transformation
increases as the fitness function becomes more steeply
supermultiplicative(increasing a ) , andtransformation becomes more costly as each additional mutation
becomes less harmful ( a decreasing below 1.0). With
every tested value of a greater than 1.0 transformation increases population fitness, and with every a
less than 1.0 transformation decreases
fitness (both
a = 0.99 and a = 1.01 have been tested).
Varying the mutation rate U has two major effects.
One is to shift curveson the y-axis to the new asexual
fitness as seen in Figure 3A, and change the mean
number of mutations per cell. In addition, therelative
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effect (cost of advantage) of transformation increases
with increasing mutation rate for both a = 0.5 and
a = 2.0 (not shown). Varying s, the selective cost per
mutation, doesnotalter
the asexual fitness, but
decreasing s increases the effect of transformation
and also increases the time to equilibrium and the
number of mutations percell at equilibrium. Changes
in s and U do not alter the qualitative effects of the
fitnessfunction:recombination
is
always
neutral
when a = 1,disadvantageous when a < 1, and
advantageous when a > 1.
Transformation with DNA from dead cells: Some
if not all of the DNA available to transforming cells
probably comes from cells thathavedied
due to
natural selection. Because cellskilled by the most
recent selection contain on average more mutations
than do the survivors of selection, transformation
with their DNA (distribution K ) shouldtherefore
increase the average number of mutations in the
recipients. Simulations show that although the equilibrium fitness of transformingpopulationsusing
dead-cell DNA isalways lower than that of corresponding populations using living-cell DNA, transformation can still increase fitness above the asexual
level (Figure 4). Under conditionswheretransformation with living cell DNA does not increase equilibrium fitness ( a 5 1.0 or a = 0.8), transformation
with DNA fromdead cellsalways reduces fitness
below that of the corresponding asexual population.
However, with most super-multiplicative fitness functions, populations transformingwith DNA from dead
cells are fitterthan asexual populationswhen r is
small, but less fit when larger fractionsof the genome
are taken up and replaced.
Figure 4A shows this effect for multiplicative fitness
functions with different values of a. As a increases
so do both the maximum advantage
of transformation
and the advantageous range of fragment sizes. Increasing a above 3.0 has little additional effect. Figure
4B gives results of simulations using the additivebased fitness functions shown in Figure 2B. The
maximum advantage is seen with the extreme threshold function (a = =), and r = 0.06-0.08 of a genome,
and transformationcontinuestoincrease
fitness
above the asexual value for r 5 0.4. The advantage
of transformation is much higher than that seenwith
multiplicative functions in Figure 4A. The model
gives similar advantages with the (super-multiplicative) quadratic fitness functions described by CROW
(1970).
T h e relationship between the fitness function and
the mean fitness of the population at equilibrium is
not as simple as when DNA comes from living cells,
wheretransformation increases equilibriumfitness
whenever the fitness function is super-multiplicative.
With DNA from dead cells both the existence and
the magnitude of theincrease in mean fitness are
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FIGURE4.-Equilibrium fitnesses (W) of populations transforming with DNA from dead cells; U = 1.0, s = 0.1. Dashed lines show
fitness of asexual population. A, Results with multiplicative fitness
function; B, results with additive fitness functions.
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further constrained by s and U . Decreasing s increases
theadvantage(boththerange
of uptakeandthe
advantage at the optimum). Decreasing U increases
the equilibrium fitness of the population but shrinks
the advantageous range of r. With moderate mutation
rates ( U = 0.1) an advantageis seen only with uptake
of very small fragments, andonly with steeply convex
fitness functions or small s. If a population has a very
low mutationrate ( U = 0.01)transformation with
DNA from deadcells decreases its equilibrium fitness.
Threshold-regulated transformation:
In the above
models, theentire populationundergoestransformation every generation.However,the probability
that a cell will increase its fitness by transformation
depends on its initial state-the more mutationsa
cell already has, the greater the chance that transformation will cure it of some of them. Most important, amutation-free
cell canneverdecrease
its
burden of mutations by transformation, but doesrisk
increasing it by acquiring mutations in the DNA it
takes up. In real bacteria, activities which are advantageous under some physiological conditions and
disadvantageous under others are usually found to
beregulated by thestate of the cell (MILLERand
REZNIKOFF
1978; GOTTESMAN
1984). In thecontext
of this model, the advantageof transformation might
be increased if competence for transformation were
regulated by cell fitness or by the number of mutations in thegenome.This was simulated by introducing into the model a threshold for transformations, so that in each generation only the fraction of
the population with at least a threshold number of
mutations participates in the DNA uptake step, although all cells continue to contribute to the
DNA
pool.
Examples of the results are shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5A shows the equilibrium fitnesses of populations with differentthresholds. Selection isby a
sub-multiplicative fitness function ( a = 0.8), and
transformation is with DNA from living cells. Under
these conditions unregulated transformation (threshold = 0) decreasesmean fitness at equilibriumfor
all values of r , but transformation with any positive
threshold is advantageous. The largest advantage is
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FIGURE5.-Equilibrium
fitnesses ( W ) of populations with
threshold-regulated transformation. U = 1.0. A and B, DNA from
living cells; A, effect of varying threshold ( a = 0.8, s = 0.3); B,
effect of varying a (threshold = 1, s = 0.2). C and D, DNA from
dead cells: C, effect ofvarying threshold ( a = 0.8, s = 0.3); D,
effect of varying a (threshold = 1, s = 0.2).

seen with threshold = 1,and
in each case the
advantage increases with increasing r. Figure 5B
shows the results for selection with different fitness
functions and acompetencethreshold
of 1. The
advantage is smaller with the sub-multiplicative fitness functions ( a = 0.5 or 0.8), but mean fitness at
equilibrium is always higher than that of an asexual
population (shown by the dashed line).Similar results
are seen with higher thresholds.
With killedcells as the DNA donors,regulated
transformation again always increases mean fitness
at equilibrium. Although the advantage of transformation may be small, especially where the threshold
is high or large fragmentsof the genome are replaced,

mean fitness never fallsbelow the asexual value.
Figure 5C shows equilibrium fitnesses for a range of
thresholdsfrom 0 to 5, with a = 0.8. Figure 5D
shows the results for a range of values of a, with a
threshold of 1. The maximum DNA uptake shown
is r = 0.5, but equilibrium fitness remains above the
asexual fitness for all values of r smaller than an
entire genome.
I have also simulatedthreshold-regulatedtransformation with additive and quadratic fitness functions (KONDRASHOV1982; CROW 1970). Transformation with a competence threshold of 1 or higher
always increases equilibrium fitness above the asexual
value of e - Lr, regardless of the values of the epistasis
factors (not shown). With living-cell DNA the fitness
increases with increasing recombination; with deadcell DNA fitness initially rises with increasing recombination and then falls as r becomes large; in no case
does fitness ever fall below the asexual value.
Changingtheassumptions
of themodel: The
model is robust; changing any of a number of assumptions does not alter the
qualitative results. T o
simulate cells taking up many small sub-fragments of
DNA fromdifferentdonors,the
DNA pool was
randomized before each transformation; this usually
changes the mean fitness at equilibrium by no more
than 1%. The effect of limiting DNA was simulated
by allowing only half of the population to transform
each generation; this has approximately the same
effect as halving r. Persistence of DNA in the environment (half-lifeone generation)slows the approach
to equilibrium but does not change the
final mean
fitness. Simulations in which the DNA pool contains
equal parts of DNA from the living and dead populations give equilibrium fitnesses that are midway
between those of the pure populations.
DISCUSSION

How can sex with deadcells be better thanno sex
at all? The higher equilibrium fitness of populations
transforming with dead-cell DNA appears counterintuitive. The reason may be understood when the
effects of transformation with dead-cell DNA are
considered as a combination of the recombination
advantage seen with living-cell DNA transformation
(but experienced regardlessof the DNA source), and
the additional mutation load the cells suffer due to
incorporation of mutation-laden DNA fromdead
cells (shown schematically in Figure 6). When r is
small therecombinationadvantagedominates,
because this advantage increases rapidly with small
uptake and more slowlywith larger r (Figure 3B).
When larger fragments are taken
up the mutation
cost (which increases linearly with r ) dominates.
The simulations using DNA from living cells serve
two functions. Theiragreement
with models of
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(U = 1.0). The grey area of each bar is the fraction of that class
that will survive selection; the sum of these is the mean fitness of
the population. A; Multiplicative selection; s = 0.1. B and C,
Truncation selection. A and C, Transformation with DNA from
living cells; r = 0.5. B, N o transformation.

meiotic sex confirms that the model accurately simulates recombination. They alsoallow us to see how
theadvantage
of recombination dependsonthe
fitnessfunction. The dependence appears toarise
because transformation counteracts the skewing that
nonmultiplicative selection imposes on the mutation
distribution. This can be most clearly understood by
referencetoFigure
7, which shows what happens
when a population initially at equilibrium with multiplicative selection becomes subject to the truncation
fitness function (a = m) shown in Figure 2B. At the
initial equilibrium(Figure 7A) fitness is 0.37 and
mutations are randomly distributed around the
mean
in both transforming and asexualpopulations(because they arise at random and are treated independently by selection and recombination). The equilibrium
population
fitness is the fraction of the
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populationthat would survive thenext round of
selection, indicatedby the gray area of each bar. Now
introduce truncation selection with truncation at 10.
In the absence of transformation, population fitness
will behigh for the first few generations, because
fewcells have ten or more mutations. However, at
equilibrium(Figure 7B) all of the population will
have nine or moremutations, andthe population
fitness will have returned to e-" = 0.37, because
only those cells which receive no new mutations are
viable. Recombination prevents this extremely
skewed distribution from arising, because after each
round of selection the mutation distribution is partially or completely randomized. Figure 7C shows the
mutation distribution and population fitness at equilibrium for atransformingpopulationunderthe
same selection as in Figure 7B. With less extreme
super-multiplicative fitness functions the magnitude
of the effect is smaller butthe causes and consequences are similar. Sub-multiplicative selection exerts its effects in the same way, but because the
mutation distribution becomes skewed in the other
direction, when transformation randomizes the distribution
the
equilibrium
population
fitness is
decreased.
Advantage of threshold-regulated transformation:
The most striking consequence of threshold regulation is that, even when the mutation cost to the cells
that transform is very high, the fitness of the whole
population never falls below the asexual level of e - u.
This can be understood by considering the extreme
case where r = 1 and the DNA source is dead cells
(as if every transforming cell replaces its entire genome with that of a cellkilled by selection). With
truncation selection (e.g., the a = ~0 function shown
in Figure 2B) transformation is lethal because every
fragment in the DNA pool caries a lethal number of
mutations. With threshold-regulated transformation
the asexual mutation-free class then benefits by the
elimination of the mutant classes which compete with
it, and the equilibrium fitness of the population is
e-", the fraction of themutation-free
class that
remains mutation free.
Threshold regulation is also able to overcome the
recombination cost imposed by sub-multiplicative fitness functions. As the function becomes increasingly
sub-multiplicative (as a or (Y decreases) the recombination cost increases, but so does the difference in
individual fitness between cellswith zero and one
mutation ( V O- VI). This increasing fitness difference
increases the advantage of protecting the mutationfree cells from transformation, and thus compensates
for the increased recombination cost. The advantage
of protecting mutation-freecells from transformation
can be much larger than predictedby the size of this
class in the absence of threshold regulation, because
the class is augmented each generation by those
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previously-mutant cells cured of their mutations by
transformation.
Applicability of the model tonaturaltransformation: Real mutations do not obey fitness functions,
and little is known abouttheaverageeffectsof
mutations in any organism. MUKAI(1969) found that
the fitnesses of multiply mutant Drosophila could be
approximated by asuper-multiplicativequadratic
function, V = 1 - 0.012 - 0.005i2, whereasmutations in the Escherichia coli lacy and lacZ genes interact
submultiplicatively (DYKHUIZEN,
DEANandHARTL
1987). In principle, whenever regulatorymechanisms
depend on the interactions between genes or gene
products, additional mutations might be expected to
have increasingly deleterious effects.
Laboratory measurementsof the frequency of lossof-function mutations in bacterial genes extrapolate
to genomic mutation rates of 0.001-0.002 per generation (DRAKE
1974), considerably lower than the U
= 1.0 used in mostof
the above simulations. If
natural rates are this low, the mean fitness of asexual
populations will be almost independent of deleterious
mutations (mean fitness at equilibrium = 0.999), and
recombination would have very little effect. There
are several reasons to expect mutation rates under
natural conditions to be much higher than 0.001. (1)
The measuredmutationrates
probably underestimate actual rates under laboratory conditions, but by
nomorethan
afactor of four(DRAKE 1974). (2)
Laboratory rates are more likely to more seriously
underestimate the evolutionarily significant rates because bacteria are very poorly shielded from mutagenic substances and radiation present in the natural
environment but notin laboratory cultures. (3) Theoretical considerations discussed by COX(1976) and
MAYNARD
SMITH(1978) suggest that selection against
deleterious mutations would not have been able to
decrease mutation rates to this low level. Although
unregulatedtransformation with dead-cell DNA is
disadvantageous when U is less than about 0.1, both
regulatedtransformationandtransformation
with
living-cell DNA increase equilibrium fitness of populations with all non-zero mutation rates.
Might transformation be induced by accumulation
of deleterious mutations? Most natural transformation is inducible, in thatrapiddeterioration
in
growth conditionscan lead to large transientincreases
in the efficiency of DNA uptake,often by lo3 or
more (KAHNand SMITH1984), but the environmentally significant inducers have notbeenidentified.
Although a mutant geneis not physically distinguishablefroma
wild-type gene, cells do have various
metabolic surveillance systems which detect deterioration of the intracellular environment and induce
appropriate changes in geneexpression;some
of
these
detect
very broad classes of disturbances

(GOTTESMAN
1984). These regulatory networks will
also respond when the metabolic changes are caused
by mutations, for example in amino acid biosynthetic
pathways or DNA repair enzymes. Thus in a constant
environment (assumed in this model) the main effect
of generegulation
will be survival of cellswith
deleterious mutations.
The amount of DNA taken up by competent cells
under laboratory conditions is fairly small; a maximum of 10% of the genome for Micrococcus, and
5 % for Haemophilus (SMITH,DANNERandDEICH
1981). Because only one strand of each DNA fragment participates in recombination, this uptake will
result in net replacement of only a few percent of
the genome,well within the most advantageous range
under most conditions tested.
The assumption that all mutations are distinct (by
descent and by kind) inflates the advantageof recombination, butbecause a realbacterial genome contains
several thousand genes and simulations were usually
limited to a maximumof 20 mutations this is unlikely
to be a significant source of error. Similarly, linkage
effects will not be important if transforming bacteria
normally take up many small fragments of DNA.
Because the advantages seen resultfrom recombination within single populations, they are not inconsistent with the clonal populationstructures
observed for two naturally transforming bacteria (MvsSER et al. 1985; CAUGANT
et al. 1987).
A possibly significant factor not addressed by this
model is the physiological costs of competence and
DNA uptake. The development of competence requires changes in cell physiology which usually substantially decrease cellviability.Cellwalls
become
thin and weak, and lysisis frequent. In addition,
uptake of homologous or heterologous DNA can
cause induction of endogenous defective prophages
in the recipient genome, leading to
cell death (SETLOW
et al., 1973).
Small asexual populations incur disproportionately
high mutation loads because genetic drift can lead to
the irreversible lossof
the cellswith
the lowest
number of mutations (Muller’s ratchet) (MULLER
1964; HAIGH1978). Small sexual populations are able
to regenerate mutation-free cells by recombination
and thus avoid this cost. The transformation model
assumes a large population so that stochastic effects
such as genetic drift can be ignored. While this
assumption allows many components of the transformation process to be efficiently simulated, Muller’s
ratchet does not advance. The advantages of transformation will probably appear substantially greater
when small asexual andtransformingpopulations
are compared in a stochastic model.
Evolution of genes for transformation: The primitive condition in the evolution of transformation was
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probably unregulated uptake ofsmall amounts of
DNA spontaneously released by dead cells, and the
model shows that this transformation can decrease
mutation load at equilibrium. These differences
should correspond to differences in competitive abilityof populations, because fitness relationships do
not reverse during the approach
to equilibrium. More
complex models will be needed to show (1) whether
selection against deleterious mutations can allow a
newly-arisen gene for transformation to invade an
asexual population and (2) whether, once DNA uptake and recombination became established, a gene
causing DNA release by living cells will be selected.
Before the true evolutionary function of transformation can be understood the theoretical constraints
on other possibleselective advantages of transformation (such as DNA repair) will have to be determined, and much more information obtained about
the biology ofnatural transformation. The molecular
signals leading to induction of competence must be
identified, and the natural sources of transforming
DNA characterized. Analysisof thestructureand
regulation of the genes responsible for transformation should yieldvaluable information about the
selective forces that shaped them.
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